
'Tis the Season to Prevent Freezer Burn

Custom Posters

Looking for an easy and 
affordable way to relay 
your message quickly? 

Try posters!
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» Avoid putting hot food in the freezer. 
Allow hot foods to cool in the refrigerator 
at least two hours before putting them in 
the freezer.

» Use quality freezer-safe bags or 
containers, which are thicker, more 
durable, and more airtight.

» Package your food tightly and double 
wrap it to reduce the food’s exposure to 
air. Wrap large items like portions of meat 
and loaves of bread in a double layer of 
plastic wrap, wax paper, or aluminum foil, 
then store in a freezer-safe container or 
plastic bag.

» Store liquids, such as soup or gravy, in 
a freezer bag or the smallest container 
possible. Leave about one-half inch of 
headroom for the liquid to expand when 
it freezes.

» For freezer meals being kept in large 
casserole containers, cover the container 

with plastic wrap, foil, or wax paper on 
top and then cover with a lid.

» Freezer burn is likely to occur faster in 
your refrigerator’s attached freezer than a 
separate freezer because of the frequent 
opening and shutting of your freezer, 
causing temperature fluctuations.

» Avoid putting too much thawed food in 
your freezer at once, which can cause the 
temperature to greatly fluctuate.

» Keep your freezer about 75 percent 
full at all times, since cold food will help 
keep other food cold.

» Mark the date on everything that goes 
into the freezer, and rotate your freezer 
contents. Eat the oldest food first since it 
is inevitable for food that has been frozen 
for extended periods of time to develop 
freezer burn.

Use your freezer wisely to give your food 
extra life and save future meal-prep time.

The holiday season typically means leftovers galore. Since many of these 

leftovers find their way to the freezer, here are a few ways to prevent 

freezer burn and enjoy these foods for months to come. 
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Thanks to the Black Hills gold rush in 
the late 1800s, Deadwood became a 
headquarters for mining supplies, dry 
goods, and some other less reputable 
businesses. 
However, a 
smallpox epidemic 
in 1876, followed 
by a fire in 1879, 
resulted in many 
buildings standing 
empty for years.  

In 1989, gambling 
returned to 
Deadwood, 
creating a boom 
in tourism. Historic buildings were 
renovated; grand staircases, crystal 
chandeliers, and Old West charm were 
restored. New casinos and resorts 
were constructed featuring day spas, 
concert venues, shopping, full-service 
restaurants, coffee shops, and bars.

Today, Deadwood attracts gaming 
enthusiasts and history buffs from across 

the nation who want to vacation among 
the ghosts of Deadwood’s past. Popular 
attractions include the historic Adams 
House, Broken Boot Gold Mine, Days of 

'76 Museum, the 
Adams Museum, 
and the burial sites 
of Wild Bill Hickok 
and Calamity Jane. 
In addition, Saloon 
No. 10, where 
Wild Bill was shot, 
features a hybrid 
museum, bar, and 
gambling hall that 
displays the chair he 

was sitting in when he was killed.

Main Street is lined with an assortment 
of 19th-century hotels, saloons, 
monuments, and museums offering 
visitors the opportunity to pan for gold, 
view Old West buggies, and see shootout 
reenactments. Something for everyone 
awaits visitors to Deadwood.

More info: https://www.deadwood.com

Welcome to Deadwood, South Dakota

Sleep Better with Pink Noise 

The Wild West town of Deadwood, South Dakota, has less than 2,000 

residents, but it’s hardly a one-horse town.

While many people swear by white noise to help them sleep, studies 
show that pink noise is the next best thing. How do these noises differ? 

White noise is produced when the sounds of different frequencies are combined, 
which creates a constant ambient sound that helps to mask other noises. White 
noise has a higher frequency, and we perceive it to sound louder than it really is. 
Examples of white noise include the sound of steam hissing from a radiator or 
static on a television.

Pink noise, on the other hand, is a less harsh type of sound in which every octave 
carries the same power or a perfectly consistent frequency. Examples of pink 
noise include sleeping with a fan on, or sounds found in nature, such as the low 
roaring of a waterfall or the wind rustling leaves on a tree.

Because pink noise slows down your brain waves and helps regulate them, it 
allows you to experience deeper, more stable sleep. Also, pink noise is becoming 
popular as a background noise in offices to increase productivity and creativity.

Poster Perfect!
If you’re looking for a 
fun way to liven up your 
storefront windows, promote 
new products and sales, or 
simply provide informational 
signage throughout your 
business, big color posters 
with high-impact graphics 
may offer the perfect 
solution! Not only do posters 
grab attention and increase 
sales at your business, but 
they are also a portable 
marketing tool that is great 
for trade shows and other 
marketing events. Order 
yours today! 
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Birth of Pong

Make a Big Impact with Posters

 
 

trivia

Top ten
Highest-Grossing Animated Disney

Gutenberg’s Army©

» Suspend posters from the ceiling 
as hanging displays to grab attention, 
save space, and ensure your message 
can be seen.

» Design posters to drive foot traffic 
and provide directions at trade shows 
and industry events.

» Use posters as large-scale 
supplemental graphics during feature 
corporate presentations.

» Consider creating poster calendars 
featuring your logo and contact 
information that show the entire year at 
a glance, and use them as a giveaway 
to your customers.

» Display posters in your store 
windows and lobby to advertise sales 
or promotions, as well as new products 
and services.

» Consider an exclusive poster offer, 
such as a specific URL or coupon code, 
to track which posters are getting the 
most attention. 

» Remember that one size doesn’t fit 
all. Create posters in a variety of sizes, 
according to the space available. 

» Repetition is key. By frequently 
changing your posters to promote new 
offers, your audience will anticipate 
updates and look for your advertising.

Posters are an affordable and flexible marketing tool that can increase 

awareness about anything and everything. Here are a few fun ways to 

use posters to start spreading the word:

1. What is typically the busiest day 
of the year for plumbers?

2. What noise do female turkeys 
make? 

3. Who was the legendary 
Benedictine monk who invented 
champagne?

1) The day after Thanksgiving  2) Cackle —
only male turkeys gobble  3) Dom Perignon

In the year 1972, when technology 
was very limited and most homes 
still used black-and-white TVs, 
Nolan Bushnell and Ted Dabney 
had an innovative idea to create 
playable computer games on your 
home television set. 

They founded Atari, the first major 
video-game company, and soon 
hired Allan Alcorn to help develop 
the idea of video games. The 
trio created a game to replicate 
table tennis, using two moveable 
paddles (two vertical lines) and a 
ball (a single pixel).

 “Pong” became wildly popular 
and quickly spread to foreign 
countries, inspiring video game 
visionaries for years to come. 
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Innovation

 1. Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937)
 2. 101 Dalmatians (1961)
 3. Fantasia (1941)
 4. The Lion King (1994)
 5. The Jungle Book (1967)
 6. Sleeping Beauty (1959)
 7. Pinocchio (1940)
 8. Bambi (1942)
 9. Finding Nemo (2003 – Walt Disney/Pixar)
 10. Lady and the Tramp (1955)
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» Disposable contact lenses are 
available to the general public.

» The U.S. Constitution celebrates its 
200th anniversary.

» The world population reaches five 
billion people.

» Red Bull is introduced.

» Texaco files for bankruptcy.

» A first-class stamp costs 22 cents. 

» The first indoor World Series game is 
played at the Metrodome in Minnesota. 
The Twins defeat the St. Louis Cardinals. 

» The Simpsons, Star Trek: The Next 
Generation, and Full House debut.

» Aretha Franklin is the first woman 
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame.

» Margaret Thatcher wins a third term 
as British prime minister. 

» Work on the Channel Tunnel joining 
the UK and France begins.

» Prozac is introduced in the U.S. 
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middle name…
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As part of our dedication to the 
environment, we offer electronic 

proofs online to reduce paper waste 
and a PDF workflow to reduce 

production time.


